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1.1 Overview to Linked Titles 
 
When importing online collection metadata or an individual MARC bibliographic record into the catalog, 
CyberTools software expertly handles many complexities and anomalies with the imported metadata. 
Most online collection metadata are from publishers or aggregators (for example, Elsevier or EBSCO). 
These are often non-MARC, spreadsheet-like file formats imported via the CyberTools function [File 
Z39.50 MARC Bib Import]. The import process matches the imported ISxN to one at an authoritative 
catalog (for example, the Library of Congress). When matched, CyberTools retrieves the authoritative 
catalog's MARC bibliographic record and adds the imported data to the MARC (for example, the 
collection's URL).  
 

When the imported metadata has a series with multiple volumes or a main title with a companion title 
(such as a study guide), then CyberTools attempts to consolidate the works into a single bibliographic 
record. Volume or companion titles are placed into occurrences of MARC tag 774, Constituent Unit Entry. 
CyberTools also links those volumes to the imported URLs via the MARC subfield 8 mechanism (see 
https://www.loc.gov/marc/holdings/echdcntf.html ). Each MARC 774 $a (Main entry heading), $t (Title), $x 
(ISSN), and $z (ISBN), are indexed thus searchable. The 774 $t is also displayed as a 'see' on the 
library's A to Z lists. Example of multiple volumes from Elsevier's ClinicalKey:  
 

  245 00 $a Interventional and neuromodulatory techniques for pain  

    management.  

  774 0# $8 66446 $g v. 1. $t Neurostimulation for the Treatment of Chronic  

    Pain /  

    $n editor, Timothy R. Deer ; volume editors, Salim T. Hayek, Robert  

    Levy. $z 9781437722161  

  774 0# $8 66445 $g v. 2. $t Intrathecal Drug Delivery for Pain and  

    Spasticity /  

    $n editor, Timothy R. Deer ; volume editors, Sudhir Diwan,  

    Asokumar Buvan. $z 9781437722178   

  856 4# $8 66446.1  

    $u http://clinicalkey.com/dura/browse/bookChapter/3-s2.0-C20090424565  

  856 4# $8 66445.1  

    $u http://clinicalkey.com/dura/browse/bookChapter/3-s2.0-C20090424577  

  

Note the basic linking structure:  
 

  774 0# $8 [linking number] $t [title]  

  856 4$ $8 [linking number].[sequence number] $u [URL]  

  

As stated earlier, CyberTools also consolidates companion works with the main title (for example, a study 
guide with its text book). Example from McGraw-Hill's AccessMedicine:  
 

  245 00 $8 81749 $a Sherris medical microbiology /  

         $c editor, Kenneth J. Ryan.  

  774 0# $8 81750 $t Cases  

  774 0# $8 81751 $t Review questions  

  856 4# $8 81749.1 $u http://mhmedical.com/book.aspx?bookid=2268  

  856 4# $8 81750.1 $u http://mhmedical.com/cases.aspx?gboscontainerID=187  

  856 4# $8 81751.1 $u http://mhmedical.com/qa.aspx?resourceID=2285  

  

Lastly, CyberTools compares the imported title to the MARC title tags 245 (Title Statement) and 246 
(Varying Form of the Title). If these match then nothing else is done to the MARC record. When these do 
not match, CyberTools compares the imported title to titles found in MARC title tags 247 (Former Title), 
774 (Constituent Unit Entry), 780 (Preceding Title), and 785 (Succeeding Entry). If any occurrence 
matches then CyberTools links the matching tag to the imported URL in a tag 856 using subfield 8.  
 

Linked titles can also occur with Import a MARC Bib File->Modify Rules for Bib Match->If a bib matches 
an existing one->Retrieve catalog's bib & add unique data. The imported MARC 245 is compared to the 
retrieved title tags. The same processing rules noted above apply.  
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1.2 Overview to the Linked Titles Report 
 
The Linked Titles Report identifies every bibliographic record where a MARC title tag (245-247, 774, 780, 
or 785) was linked to an imported URL via the MARC subfield 8 mechanism. The report automatically 
appears immediately after running function [File Z39.  50 MARC Bib Import] with the option "Guide the 
Batch Control Functions", but only if there are linked titles. The report can also be run on demand via 
Batch Control->Tools->Linked Titles Report. This report can identify problems.  
 

Here are the five outcomes which create a MARC title tag 774 and recommended actions:  
 

1. If a 774 is a volume in a series, then do not change it.  
 

2. If a 774 is a companion title (for example, a study guide) to a main text, then do not change it.  
 

3. If a 774 is a prior title then use the MARC editor to copy the 774 to tag 780, Preceding Title, and in the 
780 change the indicators to 00. Remove the 774.  
 

In addition, consider creating a new bibliographic record for the Preceding Title and its URL. If you do 
create a new bibliographic record then in the original record remove the MARC tag 780 $8 and its related 
tag 856 (the entire tag occurrence) in the original record. Or if the original record has no items or other 
URLs attached to it, then simply delete the original record.  
 

Or just leave it because it is discoverable.  
 

4. If a 774 is a reasonable variation on the title, then use the MARC Editor to create a tag 246:  
 

    - use the indicators 31  

    - add the title as the $a  

    - do not copy the 774's $8 to 246  

    - remove the paired 856's $8.  

    - remove the 774 occurrence  

  

Or just leave it because it is discoverable.  
 

5. If the metadata's title has nothing to do with the bibliographic record then  
 

     - send the metadata file to Support@CyberToolsForLibraries.com  

     - identify the problem metadata title and ISxN in your e-mail  

     - use Batch Control->Edit One Bib->select the bib->Status Change->  

       Remove Bib from Batch.  

  

CyberTools will correct the metadata via [File Z39.50 MARC Bib Import] program. The next time you 
import the metadata, the MARC will be correct.  
 

Or just leave it because it is discoverable.  

 
1.3 Example of the Linked Titles Report 
 
 Linked Titles Report for Batch# 2546  

 Instructions on interpreting and editing these data are found at the  

 CyberTools Knowledge Center->Cataloging->Linked Titles Report  

  

 MARC# 219013  

 245 14 $8 89199 $a The nerdy nurse's guide to technology / $c Brittney  

 Wilson.  

 020 ## $a 9781937554385 (book : alk. paper)  

 020 ## $a 9781937554392 (ePub)  

 020 ## $a 9781937554408 (PDF)  

 020 ## $a 9781937554415 (MOBI)  

 020 ## $a 1937554384  

 020 ## $a 1937554406  

 020 ## $a 9781937554408 (electronic)  

 020 ## $a 9781299707870 (online)  
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 020 ## $a 9781306054065 (online)  

 020 ## $a 9781937554835 (print)  

 020 ## $a 9781937554842 (online)  

 020 ## $a 9781937554866 (online)  

 774 0# $8 89198 $t Leading Valiantly in Healthcare  

 856 4# $8 89198.1 $u http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&  

 scope=site&db=e680sww&AN=604107 $y Link to resource. $3 eBook Nursing  

 Collection (EBSCOhost) $x system 20200921 batch#2546 EBSCO_  

 eBookNursingCollection_20200903.txt ebscoaz $9 BATCH 2546:imported. Do not  

 edit this temporary subfield.  

  

 MARC# 219460  

 245 00 $a PCEP Perinatal Continuing Education Program. $n Book I,  

 $p Maternal and fetal evaluation and immediate newborn care.  

 020 ## $a 9781610020527  

 020 ## $a 9781610020534 (e-book)  

 774 0# $8 89201 $t PCEP Maternal and Fetal Evaluation and Immediate  

 Newborn Care, 3rd Edition (Book I)  

 856 4# $8 89201.1 $u http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&  

 scope=site&db=e680sww&AN=1397915 $y Link to resource.  

 $3 eBook Nursing Collection (EBSCOhost) $x system 20200921 batch#2546  

 EBSCO_eBookNursingCollection_20200903.txt ebscoaz $9 BATCH 2546:imported.  

 Do not edit this temporary subfield.  

  

The first record, 'The nerdy nurse's guide to technology', is clearly mismatched with the vendor's 
metadata title 'Leading Valiantly in Healthcare' and its URL. Send the metadata file to CyberTools with 
documentation (copy and paste the data from the report into your email). Remove the record from the 
batch.  
 

The second record, PCEP Perinatal Continuing Education Program Book I, the imported title at 774 could 
be removed or copied to a MARC tag 246. The 246 could be:  
 

 246 11 $a PCEP Maternal and Fetal Evaluation and Immediate Newborn Care  

  

In either case remove the 856 $8 because the $8 is a link to the removed 774 thus no longer necessary.  

 
1.4 Linked Titles Report 
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1.5 Fields:  Linked Titles Report 
 
1.5.1 Field 1 Help message that appears in the window:  76 characters, multiple, display only 
When importing online collection metadata or even an individual MARC bibliographic record into the 
catalog, CyberTools expertly handles many complexities & anomalies. Most online collection metadata 
are from publishers or aggregators & are often non-MARC, spreadsheet-like file formats imported via [File 
Z39.50 MARC Bib Import]. The import process matches the imported ISxN to one at an authoritative 
catalog. When matched, CyberTools retrieves the authoritative catalog's MARC bibliographic record & 
adds the imported data to the MARC. When the imported metadata has a series with multiple volumes or 
a main title with a companion title, then CyberTools attempts to consolidate the works into a single 
bibliographic record. Volume or companion titles are placed into occurrences of MARC tag 774. 
CyberTools also links those volumes to the imported URLs via MARC $8 mechanism. Each MARC 774 
$a, $t, $x, & $z, are indexed thus searchable. The 774 $t is also displayed as a 'see' on the library's A to 
Z lists. CyberTools compares the imported title to the MARC title tags 245 & 246. If these match then 
nothing else is done to the MARC record. When these do not match, CyberTools compares the imported 
title to titles found in MARC title tags 247, 774, 780, & 785. If any occurrence matches then CyberTools 
links the matching tag to the imported URL in a tag 856 using $8. Linked titles can also occur with [Import 
a MARC Bib File]. The imported MARC 245 is compared to the retrieved title tags. The same processing 
rules noted above apply. Click on Help->Extended Help for more instructions & examples.  
 
1.5.2 Field 2 Choice of the Target Device:   
Specifies the target device for the output. Choices include Workstation, Printer, File, or send to an E-mail 
address.  
 
Menu Style:  Push Button 
Menu Values: 
Workstation 
Printer 
File 
E-mail 
Close 
Help 


